LIPSTICK MEDLEY
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INTRODUCTION

PART A

PART B

SOLO LF TURNING BOX HALF TO BFLY WALL ; ; SIDE TWO STEP LEFT AND RIGHT ; ;
**LIPSTICK MEDLEY**

*PHASE II + 2 TWO STEP [Above Average] ~ BY SUSAN HEALEA*

**PART B CONTINUED**

9-12  FACE TO FACE TO OPEN LOD;  FORWARD TWO STEP;  FACE TO FACE TO OPEN LOD;  FORWARD TWO STEP;

13-16  LACE ACROSS TO LEFT OPEN LOD;  FORWARD TWO STEP;  LACE BACK TO OPEN LOD;  FORWARD TWO STEP;

17-19  HITCH 6 ; ;  [SLOW] ROCK THE BOAT ;

**PART C**

1-4  SLIDING DOOR WITH LADY ROLL [ACROSS] TWICE ; ; ;

5-8  CIRCLE AWAY 2 AND TWO STEP ; ;  CIRCLE TOGETHER 2 AND TWO STEP TO CP WALL ; ;

9-12  STROLLING VINE TO BFLY WALL ; ; ;
9-10  [9] From CP WALL comm slight RF upper body trn sd L, - , with slight LF upper body trn XRif (W XLif), - ;  [10] Cont LF trn sd L, cont trn cl R, cont trn sd L to CP COH, - ;

13-16  TRAVELING DOOR TWICE ; ; ;

17-19  TWIRL VINE 2 ;  WALK 2 TO SCP LOD ;  [SLOW] ROCK THE BOAT ;

**ENDING**

1-4  TRAVELING BOX 3/4 ; ;  APART POINT ;